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What’s New on
Up To Date

New Infinity Training (39 videos)
(the password is swd)

Fall Cool Cash
Carrier’s Cool Cash
promotion has begun!

Adonis Segrove with his family at the
CHoNC Pediatric Hospital.

Registered Carrier Dealers
• may offer homeowners
great financing or rebates
up to $1350. The
promotion runs until
November 15 with the
installation and claims
deadline of 4:00 PM on
December 15, 2019.
Sigler Selections
The popular Sigler
Selections tool has been
updated with FERcompliant furnaces. Ask
your salesperson about
taking the guess-work out
of which systems are the
best options for your
homeowner.

Candy Bar Community Fundraiser
In 2011, Adonis and Candace Segrove
drove home from the hospital with their
new baby boy. Edmond seemed to be a
healthy baby and the first few months
went well for this new family of five.
While at his scheduled 3-month check-up
with the pediatrician, Edmond began
having a seizure. He was immediately
sent to the hospital, and after a series of
EKG and MRI tests, Edmond was
diagnosed with a severe brain disorder.
The diagnosis was Lissencephaly, which
literally means "smooth brain." It is a rare
brain malformation where the normal
folds in the brain don’t form. There is no
cure and most children with the disease
will not develop mentally past the age of 3
to 5 months.

Inventory Closures
We will be closed for
inventory on…
 10/25 in South San
Francisco
 11/8 in San Jose
 11/15 in Concord
The Thursday prior to
these dates, the store will
be closing early at 3:00.

Life in the Segrove household changed
dramatically. After finishing his work day
at Sigler Wholesale Distributors in South
San Francisco, Adonis would come home
and help take care of Edmond. He and
Candace gave him all of his medications
and completed all of his treatments.
Adonis described his home as like a “minihospital.”
Edmond required constant

attention which they gave at the same
time as raising two other children.
After six years as Edmond’s primary
caregivers, Adonis and Candace found
the Children’s Hospital of Northern
California (CHoNC). This specialized
pediatric hospital provides acute care
services for catastrophically injured and
severely disabled children. Edmond now
gets 24-hour care at CHoNC that is
tailored to his specific needs. Edmond’s
doctor originally said he would never live
past 3 years old, but Edmond recently
celebrated his 8th birthday with his family!
This month, Sigler Wholesale Distributors
is proud to support the Children’s Hospital
of Northern California. In Concord, San
Jose and South San Francisco, we will be
selling See’s Chocolate bars for $3 each
or 2 bars for $5. Because of a generous
donation by Sigler Wholesale Distributors,
100% of your purchase price will go
directly to CHoNC and the families they
serve.
For more information about this charity,
check out www.chonc.org.

For more information, check out www.SiglerNorCal.com
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Featured Products

Infinity Touch
The Carrier Infinity Touch Control is now
available in white!

Concord
1920 Mark Court, #100
p - 925.825.1540
e - CNCorders@siglers.com
Celeste Wolf x8507
Steven Anello x8509
Catie Bier x8516
Steve Moorhead x8501
Ofelia Norwood x8505
Jeff Padilla x8502
Linda Randall x8311
Adam Winship x8512
San Jose
1070 Commercial St, #106
p - 408.453.3300
e - SAJorders@siglers.com
Vidal Lara x8308
Joseph Bautista x8309
Mike Ha x8305
Ann Martinez x8329
Elly Moreno x8320
Jose Rodriguez x8335
Bill Sperbeck x8302
South San Francisco
229 Littlefield Avenue, #4

Sigler Wholesale Distributors now stocks
the ADP dedicated downflow coil. This is
the perfect solution for all of your
downflow closet applications. A spacer is
no longer needed because this coil is
designed to ensure condensate won’t
blow off the coil and airflow through the
coil is more uniform. Like other ADP
products, this coil has a 10-year limited
parts only warranty to the original
homeowner.

SYSTXCCWIC01-B
Like the original black model, this smart
control takes full advantage of the best
technology Carrier has to offer, including
Greenspeed technology and Hybrid Heat
system management. The Infinity System
Control can manage humidity levels,
airflow, ventilation and indoor air quality
from anywhere with a connected
smartphone or tablet. It's also compatible
with Amazon Alexa. Simple, powerful and
convenient, the Infinity System takes your
customer’s comfort to the next level.

A24VBATXR14D
A36VCATXR17D
A60VHATXR21D

Technical Tips
Q: I’m going to install a 24 volt interface on a ductless, is it plug and play?

p - 415.330.6600
e - SSForders@siglers.com
Debbie Russitano x8412
Pete Martinez x8406
Tricia Maychrowitz x8404
Alex Montilla x8426
Adonis Segrove x8407
Regional Manager
Jon Malkovich x8500
Technical Support
Greg Sanchez x8405
Pat Burke x8334
Marketing
Sabrina Sahota x8514
Credit & Accounting
Lynette Francis (a-q) x5158
Brenda Habben (r-z) x5326

Yes and no. The wiring aspect of the
device is pretty straight forward as it is
the junction point for the L1, L2, and S
wires of the system.
L1, L2, and S from outdoor to the
interface, then L1, L2, and S from the
interface to the indoor unit. As it is with
systems that do not use the interface,
the polarity of the wires is important
and must not be criss-crossed (i.e.
don’t let the smoke out).
There is a separate terminal block for
the 24 volt thermostat connection
which consists of R, C, Y, W, and G.
Thermostats should be configured for
standard system operation, not a heat

pump.
Then there are some dipswitches.
SW1-2 must be set to “ON” for ductless
systems, it comes factory defaulted to
“OFF” and must be changed at install.
SW3-2 determines the rate of change
for maximum frequency of the system
and is factory set to “OFF” for
efficiency.
However, this can be
changed to “ON” resulting in a quicker
response for those homeowners that
do not schedule the thermostat.
The remaining dipswitch factory
default
settings
won’t
need
adjustment, but should be verified prior
to power-up for proper operation.

